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Traditional Cultural Expressions

Traditional Knowledge

Genetic resources

Copyright/copywrongs

Trade secrets/
bad patents/

database protection

Bioprospecting/
Disclosure of origin



  

Research questions

● Who are the beneficiaries and rights-holders of the 
convention and how are they expected to benefit from 
its implementation?

● How does the convention deal with the conflicting 
frameworks of communities vis-á-vis national 
governments and national heritage institutions?

● What do the stakes and interests in the IGC talks 
reveal about power structures involving folklore?



  

Methods

● Interviews with IGC participants and others
● Participation research at the IGC
● Document trail



  

The WIPO IGC

1967 – Stockholm revision of the Berne Convention

1976 – Tunisia Model Law on Copyright for 
Developing Countries

1982 – WIPO/UNESCO Model Provisions for 
National Laws

1983 – Treaty for the International Protection of 
Expressions of Folklore [ failed ]

1995 – WTO TRIPs

2000 – WIPO Intergovernmental Committee on the 
protection of traditional knowledge, genetic 
resources and expressions of folklore



  

The meetings

Since 2001 – 2-3 meetings a year
2010 – Intersessional working groups drafting three proposed 
conventions
2011 – Text-based negotiations
2011 – Renewal of mandate for 2012/13
2013 – (Estimated) A diplomatic conference for negotiating a treaty



  

Participation
● Member states and state unions 

(e.g. EU) with voting rights and 
"final word" on text

● NGOs with free participation rights, 
but no voting rights, including:
● Associations representing the 

interests of indigenous peoples 
and communities (e.g. Saami 
Council, Romani Braxt)

● Collecting societies
● Industry associations
● Professional associations (e.g. 

ICOM, SIEF)



  

Conflicting agendas

Indigenous
peoples

Developed
nations

Developing
nations

+ State copyright or domaine 
public payant
+ Protection of cultural identity
+ Binding instrument(s)
- Conservation of current IP 
system

+ Conservation of the current IP 
system
+ Public domain important
- Binding instrument(s)
- State copyright

+ Acknowledging sacred rights
+ Protection of cultural identity
+ Control of access and use
- State copyright
- Public domain



  

Subject matter (TCEs)
+ National symbols/ 
politicised identity markers

- Contemporary vernacular 
culture/ everyday aesthetics



  

Subjects of protection



  

Difficult concepts in the context of 
current IP regime

● Perpetual moral right/perpetual 
copyright

● IP of groups with no clear boundaries or 
legal recognition (as legal persons)

● "Sacred" rights (of non-disclosure, trade 
secret-like)

● IP has in a sense "dug it's own grave" 
by being expansive and fluid when 
reacting to shifting corporate interests

● "Why the sudden inflexibility?"



  

The "indigenous turn"

● Declaration of the rights of indigenous peoples adopted by the UN in 
2007

● Significant change with respect to the work of WIPO/UNESCO in the 
70's and 80's

● Challenging the primacy of states

● Very active in the current debates at WIPO overshadowing the 
development agenda in the plenary sessions

● Very much a reaction to the pervasiveness of IP revealed by the large 
digitisation projects undertaken by cultural heritage institutions

● Indigenous cultural products no longer rooted in a local context but  
reframed as universally applicable (and with potential exchange value)

● Remains to be seen to what effect...



  

Plurality of legal sources 
surrounding folklore

● International law (on IP, heritage etc.)
● National law
● Executive decrees
● Regional law
● Customary law (emergent)
● Case law (very limited)
● Practices (e.g. of cultural heritage institutions)

=> Copyright law is really just the tip of the iceberg



  

Representation 
("who speaks for the subaltern?")

● Focus on political and intellectual representation as a key to the right 
to preserve, use, control and transmit cultural expressions

● Distinction in WIPO debates between brokers and owners 
(rightholders and beneficiaries) <= concerns specifically CHIs

● Representation by states and public institutions is  challenged by civil 
society organisations, local communities and indigenous peoples

● Representation can be institutionally fixed (e.g. codified in law or 
ruled by court) but also negotiated

● CHIs and academia can hardly claim "neutrality" with regard to 
cultural products



  

The concept of "community"

● Heavily criticised in the social sciences since the late 1980's

● No clearly distinguishable, isolable "communities" do exist. Individuals 
always belong to different communities and may have interests 
contrary to the "community" to which scholarship assigns them

● Individuals within communities have divergent interests – there are 
those in power and those subject to that power

● Research using this concept uncritically ends up upholding the views 
of ruling members of the "community" – those that guard the 
teleological narrative that defines it

● Constructing the rights-holders and beneficiaries of a new kind of IP 
presumes this concept but WIPO has hitherto refrained from defining it 
(I'm presuming that it's a real Pandora's box)

● Problem of conserving the right of individuals within communities to 
create and exploit elements of their own culture



  

Causes for concern

● New legal standards supporting identity politics of 
"communities" (like the proposed WIPO conventions) 
contribute to their reification and may empower those 
already in power

● The question of "origins" of traditional cultural 
products becomes pressing while in reality these are 
usually impossible to define

● The already politicised nature of the subject matter 
discussed

● Risk of creating yet another tool for 
disenfranchisement 



  

Return to WIPO

● Traditional culture poses a challenge to some of the 
fundamental tenets of the current IP regime

● The continuity of the current debates may be more the 
result of forum shopping by the developed nations, worried 
about WTO treaties (GATT, TRIPs) rather than any real 
concern on their part for the future of IP

● In general the developed nations tend toward supporting a 
status quo with no substantial changes to the current 
systems

● WIPO has certainly taken the task to heart, devoting 
significant resources to the matter

● Changes may or may not be forthcoming but the debates 
in the IGC reveal a host of issues regarding IP and popular 
culture that are extremely interesting
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